Effective parent-teacher conferences have the potential to be the single most educationally valuable event for the student during the school year. With increased parental involvement in the day-to-day operation of the schools and greater parental awareness of the educational process, it becomes apparent that educators need to be prepared to respond to renewed parental interest in the education of their children. From both an ethical and a legal perspective, communication between parents and teachers is imperative. However, inappropriate procedures and inadequate skills and knowledge can create greater problems than may have existed before the meeting. This publication is intended to help teachers to improve their parent-teacher conferencing skills. First, it examines the historical background and research relating to parent-teacher conferences. Then, it suggests effective ways for teachers to improve their communication skills with parents and to involve parents in the educational, personal, and social development of their children. The core elements of effective conferencing—listening, perceiving, attending, responding, and initiating—are identified and discussed. A list of 78 references is appended. (JD)
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INTRODUCTION

Mary Hinton has a student in her class who rarely completes an assignment and complains of stomach aches. Jon Bowles has a student in his class who has exceptional ability but spends a great deal of time daydreaming. Sherry Atwater tells of a student in her class who has a temper that can be ignited by the slightest spark. David Williams notes that many of his students are doing outstanding work and would like to share it with their parents.

Have you ever wondered about how to handle these and similar situations and, more specifically, how to involve parents? Have you wondered how to approach parents most effectively or how parents might react to messages from the teacher? Have you ever questioned your own adequacies in relating with parents? Many teachers have experienced such concerns. This publication is intended to help these teachers and all who would like to improve their parent-teacher conferencing skills. First, it examines the historical background and research relating to parent-teacher conferences. Then, it suggests effective ways for teachers to improve their communication skills with parents and involve parents in the educational, personal, and social development of their children.

NEED FOR EFFECTIVE PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCING

It is well established by research that children enter school with very different skills and learning styles (9, 2, 34). The source of these differences has been traced to environmental, behavioral, and genetic factors (2). The fact that 95 percent of the children who enter school can learn the same amount of material to the same level of difficulty may at first appear to contradict these two assumptions (9). With study, however, it becomes apparent that when these differences are taken into account in the teaching process, "equal educational outcomes" can and do occur (34). Despite this notion of equality and the obvious contributions of environment, learned behavior, and genetics, it becomes quite evident that influential as teachers are, perhaps the most influential factor in the learning process is the home environment (55). Teacher-parent cooperation, however, has been demonstrated to be an effective means of maximizing learning (5, 26, 37).

*The word "parent(s)" is used throughout this publication to refer to the primary caretaker, whether parent(s) or guardian(s).
**Numbers in parentheses appearing in the text refer to the Bibliography beginning on page 30.
Another reason for the need for effective parent-teacher conferencing is the continuing demand and legitimate right of parents to have a voice in the education of their child. From both legal and social perspectives, parents have become more interested in the day-to-day activities of the school. For the most part, this is a welcome development. But unless parents and teachers are open with each other, problems may arise. In order to achieve the goals of education, an effective partnership between the school and the home is imperative. When teachers and parents view the educational process as a collaborative effort, the parent-teacher conference becomes a key instructional strategy that will enhance the child’s growth and promote more effective learning (35).

ROADBLOCKS AND GREEN LIGHTS

The roadblocks to effective parent-teacher conferencing are made up of the anxieties of the teacher, the parent, or both (36). As a result of these anxieties, whatever their source, needed contacts between home and school are often avoided; and, unfortunately, many unanswered school-related problems become compounded by neglect. Just as the rumor transmission process tends to distort a message, so it is with an unresolved problem. Out of fear of reprisals many teachers avoid the necessary parent contacts to deal with a problem before it becomes more serious. The irony is that one-third of these problems can be eliminated through face-to-face discussion by the parties involved.

One caution, however, is that interactions between parents and teachers can be for better or worse. Placing parents and teachers in the same room does not make the experience fruitful (33). Inappropriate procedures and inadequate skills and knowledge can create greater problems than may have existed before the meeting (35). This critical point alone should convince teachers of the importance of a set of appropriate skills for parent-teacher conferences (1). Teachers who acquire these skills can improve their interactions with parents. Teachers who fear the wrath of hostile parents can prepare themselves as facilitators of successful interactions with parents. Left alone, problems may go away; more than likely they will get worse. So it becomes a matter of being "condemned if you do and condemned if you don't." This publication suggests some ways to avoid the condemnation syndrome.

One of the myths of parent involvement in schools is "What they don't know won't hurt them." Another myth is "Parents do more harm than good." In isolated cases, perhaps, these notions can be and have
been documented. In general and when teachers are adequately trained to work with parents the opposite is the case. In fact, the impact of parent involvement surpasses expectations.

When parents are familiar with school programs and activities, especially as they affect their children, they are less likely to become defensive or to show hostility. Parents can be the teacher's greatest allies, and when invited to become involved, they tend to become allies. When parents and teachers talk, a ripple effect occurs — that is, students become more positively involved. As parents become more aware of the school's goals, so do teachers become empathic to the home situation and the impact of the home environment on the child's success (45).

HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS

Since the United States established an organized system of education, the premise has been that parents and teachers work toward the cooperative goal of educating children. Although most individuals would still agree that this is a realistic appraisal of the parent-teacher relationship, in fact, many changes have evolved since the beginning of the national schooling process (55). Several important aspects deserve consideration if one is to understand the parent-teacher relationship of today. They are based in three broad areas: changes in society in general, resultant changes in organized education, and specific legislation that has affected the school and the parent-teacher relationship in particular.

David Tyack writes of a time in our history when the parent-teacher relationship was based on mutual experience as this excerpt from a teacher's diary shows:

Monday: Went to board at Mr. B's; had baked gander for dinner; suppose from its size, the thickness of the skin and other venerable appearances it must have been one of the first settlers of Vermont; made a slight impression on the patriarch's breast. Supper — cold gander and potatoes. Family consists of the man, good wife, daughter Peggy, four boys, Pompey the dog, and a brace of cats. Fire, built in the square room about nine o'clock, and a pile of wood lay by the fireplace; saw Peggy scratch her fingers, and could not take the hint; felt squeamish about the stomach, and talked of going to bed; Peggy looked sullen, and put out the fire in the square room; went to bed and dreamed of having eaten a quantity of stone wall. (56)

Even through the turn of the century and into the first half of the twentieth century, this common experience level was high. The complete dependency of the teacher was perhaps not as intense or
as traceable as it had been in earlier history, but for the most part teachers and parents shared a community focus. They lived in the same neighborhoods and attended many of the same social events, so that communication between them was facilitated by the neighborhood concept (49).

Changes Affecting Parent-Teacher Relationships

Although many changes occurred in society before the midpoint of this century, they are almost like a train. At first, as the wheels spin on the tracks, the train seems to take forever to start, but once started the speed accelerates, not at a constant rate but proportionately greater with each new click and clack of the wheels. So it seems with social changes. The great rush to the population centers, the great advances in technology that affect every part of the social structure, increased leisure time, increased affluence, increased mobility, television, space exploration—all remind the observer of the breakneck speed with which society's train has been moving in this century. As these technological changes have occurred, their impact on the social structure has been considerable. For example, the family unit changed, first from the extended family into the nuclear family and then into a number of different-type units such as the one-parent family (which in 1976 reported 7,242,000 single female heads of household) (15).

These changes in society were quickly reflected by the schools. As the population became more centralized, so did the schools. Consolidation occurred not only as a result of Brown v. the Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, but also as a result of rural schools losing vast numbers of students and new urban schools becoming overcrowded. The mobility of populations increased and the complexion of neighborhoods changed as they experienced immigration, migration, and assimilation patterns. The combined results yielded schools with teachers and parents moving in and out, coming from diverse backgrounds, and often living in communities many miles apart. No longer do parent and teacher share a sense of common experience, nor are the opportunities to interact on a day-to-day basis an integral part of home-school life (49, 50). This unintentional wedge between teacher and parent has created a gap that many researchers feel must be filled (20, 28, 33).

Because of the loss of firsthand experiences shared by parents and teachers, communication becomes a process that must be fostered, not just allowed to happen (40, 41). This has been the underlying principle of recent legislative efforts at both the national and local levels (50, 54). For example, Public Law 94-142 and ESEA Title I
have stressed the collaborative role of parents and teachers in the educational process (50). Much of the literature has heralded the intent if not the actual legislation (50). Indeed, the current literature repeatedly stresses the need and possible benefits of increased parental involvement (5, 14, 28, 29, 33, 35, 40, 44).

In recent years, another perhaps more negative rationale for better cooperation between parents and teachers has come to the forefront. Increasing criticism of the schools for not teaching the basics, for being havens for teaching secular humanism, for undermining parental rights has been more prevalent (39). Such charges often stem from hard times and eras of great social change. As an institution readily accessible to the public, the schools must be prepared to deal with criticism, but they are an easier target if parents are not involved (39). When meaningful communication and collaboration is occurring between parents and teachers, such charges do not hold the attention of the school patrons; when parents feel alienated or isolated, however, irrepressible and unfounded criticisms grow out of proportion (39).

The need for effective communication between teachers and parents is clear. Although many roadblocks exist, the mutual benefits of cooperation outweigh the obstacles. The historical roots for a collaborative relationship are strong, but changes over time require that teachers discover new ways to revive that relationship. Certainly the current support for increased teacher-parent contact is evident and the current social pressures on the schools can be handled through effective parent-teacher interaction in the conference.

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

At the heart of effective parent-teacher conferences specifically and the parent-teacher relationship in general are interpersonal communication skills. "Communication . . . is the key to good home-school relations" (7) and "the parent-teacher conference is the most direct and most meaningful mode of communication between the home and the school" (32). There seems to be a consensus in the literature that in one way or another communication skills are the essential elements that determine the success or failure of the conference (26, 32, 35, 40). It should also be noted that many researchers have pointed out the lack of attention paid to assisting teachers in developing their conferencing skills in either pre-service or in-service education (43, 44).

Ideally, the maximum benefits result when both parents and teachers have adequate interpersonal communication skills and come together to meet whatever goal may be essential to a child's con-
continued growth and development. However, most educators are used to less than ideal situations. Although parents know what constitutes a meaningful parent-teacher conference and often have constructive suggestions for this end (32); the burden for success falls upon the teacher (14, 26, 35, 47). This is not to suggest that the teacher is to blame for a conference that goes awry. Parents often bring to an interview with the teacher a number of hidden agendas — frustrations from their own school experiences, unsuccessful past conferences, or personal concerns or problems that interfere with any meaningful process that may occur in a conference with even the most skilled and concerned teacher (36). It is reasonable to assume, however, that of the two parties involved, the teacher is in a position to control more intervening variables that inhibit productive conferences (41). Furthermore, the teacher is the paid professional in the relationship whose job, in part, is to seek ways to promote the success of the child in the educational process, and effective parent-teacher relationships have demonstrated this outcome (40, 45, 50, 55). To the extent that the teacher is knowledgeable concerning the general characteristics of effective conferences and has the interpersonal skills necessary to promote effective communication within the conference structure, the chances for success are greatly increased (35, 41, 49). A later section of this publication deals at length with the general conference characteristics. This section addresses the heart of the conference itself — the communication skills. First, it addresses the global elements identified in the literature as essential to effective communication in the interview setting; then it focuses on the specific skills and elements involved.

In reference to the parent conference, Ostrom states that "to do well in communicating we must count on relating to others with an attitude characterized by trust, openness, and hopefulness" (41). Losen and Diament stress the need to show genuine respect for the parents' point of view" and the need for the teacher to remain "nonjudgmental" when addressing the parents' attitudes and values and to be "empathetic, i.e., to try to identify with and respond to the feelings the parents might have about coming in for the conference" (37). Prichard stresses the need for teachers to be aware of the possible defensiveness of the parent(s) in communicating with them. In a major study involving 400 teachers in urban settings, Prichard concludes that the majority of these educators felt better about their conferencing abilities after receiving some training in specific skills that provide open communication (43). Birnie indicated that the teacher needs to communicate in a nonauthoritarian way that shows understanding, empathy, and caring (7).

The literature on communication skills in parent-teacher confer-
ences, although limited, shows a direct relationship to that body of knowledge sometimes referred to as human relations development skills. At its core are those skills which have been demonstrated to provide positive outcomes for a wide variety of human interactions. The base of these skills is communication. This body of knowledge has been successfully applied to the business world, medical science, and education (3, 11, 23, 45). A number of authors have noted the importance of the general interpersonal communication skills contained in human relations development models as they relate to the parent-teacher conference (1, 43, 49). Although many models exist, most suggest that there are certain conditions which the teacher must communicate to have a positive effect in a conference. These conditions include warmth, empathy, respect, concreteness, genuineness, self-disclosure, immediacy, and confrontation (21, 24, 45). Their presence has led to positive outcomes in the parent conference (43, 49). They are conveyed through skills than can be learned (51, 58, 59), including listening, attending, perceiving, responding, and initiating (22, 24). If these conditions and skills are important in the interpersonal communication process, it is necessary to understand their meaning when applied to the specific context of the parent-teacher conference.

**Conditions of Effective Communication**

**Warmth** is caring for the person as an individual. It denotes neither approval nor disapproval of any particular action, but rather a valuing of the individual as a person (22, 24). Warmth is communicated primarily through nonverbal behavior. A touch, a smile, a concerned look, or a particular tone of voice can all show a caring attitude. The very fact that an individual listens to another attentively with the whole presence demonstrates a valuing of the person (46).

**Empathy** is feeling with another. Dymond described it as “the imaginative transposing of oneself into the thinking, feeling, and acting of another, and so structuring the world as he does” (18). Although it is perhaps unrealistic to think that one individual can totally experience what another is thinking and feeling, the essence of empathy is attempting to understand parents from their perspective (22). The teacher can do this primarily by responding to parents in a way that lets them know that the teacher heard and understood what they were trying to communicate — both content and affect. The response must not be a mechanical restatement, but a statement from a personal orientation that reflects the teacher’s sincere effort to understand the individual parent (11, 22, 24).

**Respect** is based on a belief that parents have the capability to
solve their own problems. As Herter has stated, "Parents have the right and the duty to know about the child's progress in school. They also have the right to remain uninvolved if they so choose." (32). Respect is communicated by not denying the individual parent a particular perception of the child or of a problem. The fact that the parent's perspective may differ from the teacher's does not mean it is wrong, nor does it mean that the two cannot reach a mutual understanding. But judging or denying the parent's perception will most certainly have damaging effects (46). Respect also means not doing for parents what they can do for themselves; it means supporting them in their efforts. In short, respect communicates a collaborative rather than an authoritative or dependency relationship (10, 24).

These three conditions constitute the most basic elements of effective communication in conferencing, and they are the most necessary in the beginning stages of an interpersonal relationship. An effective level of these three conditions offered by the teacher will allow a meaningful exploration of the issues to occur and will help establish a sound base for the teacher-parent relationship characterized by a positive psychological climate of trust, caring and respect (22, 25, 49, 57).

**Concreteness** is the ability to be specific in communicating. The teacher can be concrete by reinforcing parents' attempts to be specific in discussing their concerns or problems that relate to the conference goals. In this way the teacher demonstrates a willingness to help parents with their concerns regardless of positive or negative connotations (11, 24). According to Ostrom:

> Even a passing remark can trigger a chain of associations that generate intense and inappropriate feelings. Imagined insults have led to irreconcilable conflicts . . . . Effective communications require that one be courageous. It demands going to the front the firing line, getting to where the action is. This allows for clarification, definition, and reconciliation of both imagined and real differences. (41)

This description reflects the meaning of concreteness. For the teacher this involves placing understanding above self-defense; seeking meaning for both parties to replace frustration, anger, or pessimism; and cutting through to the sources of these feelings. The teacher can communicate concreteness by clarifying as specifically as possible all that is essential in the matter under discussion (11, 22).

**Genuineness** is the teacher's ability to be real, to be congruent — not performing a role or dutifully carrying out a directive but involved with the parent(s) in an honest way. There must be a harmony between feelings, and verbal and nonverbal behavior. The teacher can
communicate this quite simply by meaning what he/she says and saying what he/she means, still mindful of the best interest of all parties (22, 24).

Closely related to genuineness is self-disclosure (46). This is the ability to convey relevant personal experiences that the teacher feels may help parents realize that they are not alone with their problems or concerns, that others have had similar experiences and have found solutions. To be helpful, the teacher must be genuine in sharing the experiences and guard against shifting the focus of the conference from the parents' concerns to personal history (22, 24).

Immediacy is pointing out what is taking place between parent and teacher in the present relationship. It is threatening because of its present focus on the parties involved in the conference. Prichard notes that it is not surprising, therefore, to find parents arriving for conferences already feeling defensive" (43). Parents may exhibit a range of feelings and attitudes directed not toward the problem or conference topic but toward the teacher. This happens for a number of reasons. For example, the parent may be afraid of failing in some task with the child, and thus gives way to frustration and anger. Fearing that in the conference the teacher may discover these self-doubts, the parent attacks the teacher on a personal level. The teacher can communicate immediacy by pointing out this personal aspect of the conference (24).

Confrontation is pointing out discrepancies between enacted and verbal behaviors, self- and ideal concepts, insight and action, potential and present behaviors (24, 46). It can be the most threatening element of communication and must therefore be used with caution only after the teacher has established a positive environment (22, 24). If used correctly, confrontation can lead to growth, change, and problem solving (43, 58). Positive aspects should be stressed in conferences — that is, pointing out discrepancies between what is and what could be, or one's potential (24, 57).

Skill Areas in Effective Communication

The incorporation of these conditions into a systematic interpersonal communication model constitutes an effective parent-teacher conference intervention scheme (43, 49, 50, 54). According to Brown et al., the model is fundamentally neo-person-centered, tracing its origins to Carl Rogers's work in counseling and therapy (10). At present, however, the range and scope of the model is eclectic. Wilson notes that such a model of interpersonal communication seeks to establish and maintain a relationship with the parent, and, on the
strength of that relationship, facilitate movement from exploration to understanding to change, problem solving, or other appropriate goals (58). This is done through the skills of listening, attending, perceiving, responding, and initiating.

Listening forms the foundation of all interpersonal communication models. Most people feel that if nothing else, listening is something they can do well, but research indicates otherwise (16, 46). Adults are typically involved in communicative activities for 70 percent of the day. Of this amount, they spend 32 percent talking, 15 percent reading, 11 percent writing, and 42 percent listening (16). Even with so much practice, DeVito notes that "in actual practice most of us are relatively poor listeners and our listening behaviors could be made more effective and more efficient" (16). Effective listening is not a passive process but an active one that requires hard work and concentration (57). A number of specific reasons have been identified as to why listening is not as effective as it should be. Teachers who wish to make parent-teacher conferences more effective will find these reasons most helpful and will think of possible ways to overcome them when listening to parents.

First is the attitude with which one listens. If one views the parent as an infringement of the educational process rather than as an integral part of it, then listening is difficult and usually less than adequate (46). Second, when listening to others, listeners often make the mistake of concentrating on what they wish to say rather than on what the speaker is saying. In such cases, a list may help. A related situation, and even more difficult to deal with effectively, is listening to only part of what the speaker is saying. For example, a parent may be halfway through talking when he or she hits a nerve or sparks an idea that the teacher wishes to respond to, and rather than continuing to listen to the end the teacher is formulating a response. The real danger is that the end of the message may change the context of what was said earlier, thus making the listener's response inappropriate or unneeded, yet the listener failed to hear that part of the message (46). It has been demonstrated that most people respond to another's communication before they have had the opportunity physiologically to decode the entire communication (16).

A third pitfall is letting the mind drift off to other concerns while appearing to listen. Perhaps everyone has mastered this technique for self-survival — to escape from the boring oratory of someone droning on and on, for example. This is a real drawback in the conference, however, if the teacher wishes to effect mutual understanding. It may be helpful to identify some of the reasons for mind wandering in order to avoid them in the parent interview:
1. **Insufficient time.** Allow enough time for the conference so that the next commitment is not too pressing.
2. **Distractions.** Avoid physical settings that may be distracting; avoid times that may be distracting (such as the last hour before Christmas break begins).

A fourth concern is prejudging the individual or his/her intent. It is difficult to listen and really hear what a person is saying if one thinks one has heard it before or if the person turns one off (46). Related to this concern is self-understanding and the filter one listens through. Every teacher hears things that are filtered through personal experience, beliefs, and background. For example, "If he gives you any trouble, just hit him." Such a statement may turn a teacher off to the parents because of the teacher's values. As a result, the teacher's ability to work with the parents to help them develop more effective ways to deal with the child will be diminished. Thus the teacher must not suspend listening because of the content of a parent's message or its effect on him or her (22, 46).

When teachers listen actively, they listen not only with their ears but with their eyes and, in fact, with their whole being (57). This aspect of listening is a part of attending skills.

**Attending** skills are related to the physical aspects of listening and valuing the individual. By facial expression, eye contact, physical touch, voice tone, and gestures the teacher receives as well as sends many messages. "In effect the teacher is saying, because you are a person of worth and value I give you my complete attention. My physical being is focused on you." (57). Under such circumstances the teacher provides eye contact, facial expression, and a tone of voice appropriate to the emotional level of the conference, and a presence, not separated by artificial barriers such as desks, that physically says to the parent, "I care and I am listening." Physical touching, such as a handshake, an arm around the shoulder, a pat on the back, may be appropriate depending on circumstances and socially acceptable norms. Several studies have demonstrated the importance of touching (24). To realize the importance of attending in the communicating process one need only recall talking about a serious concern to a person staring out the window at far-off places and playing with a paper clip.

"**Perceiving** differs from listening and attending in that listening and attending involve collecting all the cues that the [parent] provides — words, meanings, tones, expressions and gestures from an intellectual standpoint whereas perceiving is bringing all the cues to personal awareness in an attempt to comprehend . . . " (22). Perceiving skills focus on understanding all that the individual has attempted to communicate — words, feelings, meanings, and emotions. Understanding
what is communicated is perhaps the most difficult of all communication skills: "Understanding another is not simple. It is something of a reciprocal process of understanding self, understanding the other, and being understandable." (41). The latter part of this thought from Ostrom bridges the gap from perceiving to responding skills.

Responding is the culmination of the three previous skill areas. To respond most effectively, the teacher must first be aware of and responsive to the affective meaning, the content, the nonverbal cues, and the emotional level of all that precedes the response (24). A response must convey that the teacher heard and understood what the parent said at the deepest level. It should not imply what is not there or go beyond the intent of the parent’s statement; nor should it be more shallow than the parent’s statement.

Initiating skills aid the teacher to summarize effectively, state goals clearly, enter into collaborative problem solving, or identify appropriate courses of action (24).

**Application in Effective Communication**

Before examining some of the most common roadblocks to effective communication, it may be helpful to give some examples of the application of these conditions and skills, paraphrased from several different sources (24, 43, 46).

**Parent:** (With eyes downcast, hands nervously interwined, and voice tentative) I’m never sure if I have really helped Gary with his schoolwork. I have so little time at home since I started working.

**Teacher:** The time pressure makes you feel a little doubtful about how effective your help really is since you have so little time to be with him.

Taking in all the cues provided, the teacher perceives the doubt the parent is experiencing. Perhaps beneath are feelings of guilt or inadequacy, but these are only tentative hypotheses and go beyond the actual communication. Understanding both the content of the message and the emotions then, the teacher responds —

Communicating warmth by listening to all that the parent said, and, it is presumed, facing the parent with an expression of interest and using an appropriate tone of voice.

Expressing empathy by attempting to understand and by accurately reflecting both the content and affective elements of the parent’s statement.

Communicating respect by what is unsaid: “I think quality is more important than quantity.” True or not, such a statement would
deny the parent's right to personal misgivings, to a perception of the current dilemma. It is easy to argue that such a statement might be encouraging, but it neither helps the parent deal with the cause of the concern nor helps her move toward resolution. The teacher also communicates respect by not taking on the task, by not saying, for example, "Maybe I can work with Gary a little bit after school." This may be a part of a conventional collaborative solution; but here it is important that the teacher not take on a problem that is not hers or indirectly tell the parent, "You can't handle it, so I will."

Let us now assume that the parent's statement occurs after the teacher has had an opportunity to work with the parent for a while and the teacher knows some additional circumstances. A positive confrontation:

**Teacher:** The time factor still bothers you, but Gary's work has been much improved the times he has said you were able to help.

This response still recognizes that the parent has doubts but confronts them on the basis of observable data. It is a positive rather than a negative confrontation. Other possible responses:

**Teacher:** When Gary hasn't had help, he does poorly. or

He always does well, you just worry too much.

An expression of immediacy may be warranted if the parent has added to the communication, "I certainly don't have time to waste here." To the teacher’s original response might be added "and you're wondering if I can really be of any real assistance." Confrontation and immediacy can be a threat to both parties, but without them often no real progress is possible. Teachers must be willing to take such risks after first being sure to have listened and provided an environment where warmth, empathy, and respect dominate. In most conferences they will not have to go beyond these three basic conditions, but in some cases more may be necessary (49).

The final phase of helping parents deal with issues raised in parent-teacher conferences involves initiating skills. These include summarizing, problem identification, and goal setting. Assuming that the teacher in the preceding example has established a basis of mutual understanding with the parent, an appropriate initiating statement would be:

**Teacher:** Your greatest concern is that the time you spend with Gary be of the highest quality. Since you work, it is very difficult to feel that enough time is available for all that is required of you with Gary, the other kids, the job, the house, and so on. We share a concern over
Gary’s current school performance and we both want more for him than he is currently giving. Together perhaps we can develop some activities for Gary that take little monitoring but let us both keep tabs on his progress.

This particular example demonstrates both summarization and goal setting. It is important to remember that one does not abandon the previous conditions of warmth, empathy and respect and go on to higher order skills when initiating solutions. When initiating, active listening, attending, and perceiving are still necessary (22).

Roadblocks to Effective Communication

The roadblocks to effective communications are numerous. Some have described one group of them as the dirty dozen (27, 41). These include commands, threats, preaching, lecturing, judging, and name-calling — behaviors that usually block communication. Several general categories are prying, judging, glossing, denying, and escaping or pushing off (46). When a teacher asks many questions, particularly closed questions, the conference can be less than productive (22, 24). Parents will share what is comfortable for them to share given the current relationship between them and the teacher. Prying makes people feel uncomfortable and they may try to avoid the one who pries in the future (46). If questions must be asked, they should be as open as possible: “Questions that begin with could, what, and show tend to be more open-ended” (43).

Another roadblock to avoid is communicating a negative judgment about parents’ behavior or attitudes. It is perhaps not possible to be nonjudgmental in the sense of being neutrally affected by those around one, but it is possible to suspend communicating judgments, particularly in the beginning. The key seems to be to value the worth of all people to be heard. Trust must precede and accompany any judgment or confrontation (24).

A third major roadblock to effective parent-teacher communication is a tendency to gloss over problems or deny that they exist. Teachers are in the profession because they want to help others. Sometimes it is painful to deal with the problems of others or to see and experience their fears, anxieties, and turmoil. Statements such as “It can’t be that bad.” or “Things are bound to get better.” are no substitute for dealing with issues that must be faced to find real solutions (46).

Often some concerns shared by parents in the conference may make the teacher uncomfortable on a personal level. Perhaps the teacher feels inadequate to deal with the problem or the content and ignores it, trying to escape or push it off, or the teacher does not have
the expertise to solve it. But if a problem is related to the goals of the conference, it should be dealt with, however unpleasant (8, 41).

This has been a brief review of the interpersonal communication skills demonstrated to be most effective for teachers in the parent-teacher conference or similar-type interactions. The research for the effectiveness of such skills is exhaustive. In the educational setting alone, these skills have been demonstrated to improve the school climate, teacher-teacher communication, teacher-student relationships, and teacher-parent relationships (3, 10; 25, 51, 53). Teacher training in these skills has led to fewer disruptive problems and increased school achievement, student self-concept, and teacher self-concept (4, 31, 37, 53). Teachers have reported increased satisfaction with their skills in the classroom and have been judged more effective by others (4, 6). It has also been demonstrated that teachers can learn these skills and apply them to a number of different settings including the parent-teacher conference (4, 43, 47, 59).

Developing Effective Communication Skills

Teachers can acquire effective communication skills in different ways. Some have acquired them through models in learning situations (3, 50); most educators, however, must set out to learn how to be effective in interpersonal communication. Among the resources available, the most effective seems to be a training group led by an individual who has a high degree of mastery (12, 22). Such a group allows for modeling, practice, and a safe environment to unlearn roadblocks and acquire new modes of communicating (24, 45). For those who do not have the opportunity to work with a training group, several books are available. They include Human Relations Development: A Manual for Educators (22) and The Skills of Teaching: Interpersonal Skills (11). These works attempt to provide a systematic guide to learning the skills of interpersonal communication.

Human interactions such as those represented in the parent-teacher conference can have a positive influence on the course of education. As the professional member of this team, the teacher has a responsibility to assume the burden not for the outcome, but of assuring that the encounter be as productive as possible. Interpersonal communication skills form the base of success or failure in this endeavor. In spite of many roadblocks to effectiveness, a set of conditions and skills known to promote success can be learned and can provide positive results for children, parents, and teachers.
THE PARENT-TEACHER CONTACT*

Interpersonal communication skills can be effectively applied whether the parent contact is formal or informal. Informal contacts are those times other than during a scheduled appointment when the teacher meets with parents. They include being stopped by a parent in the hall before or after school or over refreshments at the PTA meeting, or sending a note home with the child. Formal contacts are those scheduled in advance, whether teacher- or parent-initiated. The main difference between these two kinds of contacts is the amount of preparation time. The spontaneity of the informal contact and the advance notice of the formal contact create special characteristics which are addressed later in this publication.

Conferences are usually parent- or teacher-initiated, although there may be times when the student or another adult initiates the meeting. Teacher- and parent-initiated conferences have unique characteristics as well as elements common to both.

Finally, the nature of the conference may differ depending upon the age and grade level of the child. Generally, parents are more involved in their child's education during the early years; at the high school level the student is given more responsibility for his or her educational development. Regardless of student age and grade level, the characteristics of effective parent-teacher interactions remain the same.

Conference Characteristics

Parent: I just wanted to stop by and tell you how much we appreciate all the effort you are putting into teaching David math this year. He hated math last year, but is so excited about the things you are doing in class. I know math can be a difficult subject to make exciting, but you've triggered something in David.

What a delight to hear. It certainly would be a joy if all parent contacts were so gratifying. By requesting conferences for positive reasons from time to time, teachers can encourage such parental contacts.

Parent: This is the third time I've had to come in to this school this year. I've had to take off work and lost a half day's pay. Each time it's been because of this child's problems. What is it this time?

This may not be a typical parental statement, but at least one teacher has experienced it. Under ideal conditions, teachers would never hear such negative utterances. However, reality guarantees at least occasional negative reactions. Nevertheless, this type of response can be reduced through advance planning and effective communication skills. If, and when such reactions become reality, a skillful approach to the upset parent can result in a harmonious resolution.

One of the greatest compliments that a teacher can receive is a request from a parent for a conference. Unfortunately, formal parental contacts are often avoided, at the expense of the child — because either the parent or the teacher feels apprehensive or inadequate.

Parent: I'm concerned about Beth's grades in social studies. She's always been a good student, but something isn't going right in this class. I wonder if you can give me any ideas why she's doing so poorly?

In a nondefensive but concerned manner, this parent is seeking help from the teacher. The statement suggests a collaborative effort to help the child overcome a given academic problem. Again, this is an ideal situation. But when a sincere request for help comes, it is important that the teacher be prepared to respond in a facilitative way.

Common Elements of Conferences

When possible, and especially if it is the parent's first visit, meet the parent at the school office or building entry. Nothing is more distracting and frustrating for a visitor than wandering around corridors trying to find the right classroom. To an outsider all rooms look alike.

One of the major complaints from both teachers and parents is that there is not enough time to do everything that needs to be done. This is perhaps the major lament about life itself. But rushing parents through a conference can be both frustrating and counterproductive. A little extra time taken for the conference itself can considerably reduce the followup time needed to correct any misunderstandings created by rushing in the first place. According to the adage, there's never enough time to do something right, but always enough time to do it over again. One critical element in effective parent conferences, then, is to allow enough time.

A related issue — the changing roles of people in the world of work and the increasing number of families with two working parents — can make scheduling some conferences more difficult. One solution to this problem is to ask parents at the beginning of the year for convenient times for conferences. If both parents are unavailable for day-
time conferences because of their working schedules, perhaps some compensatory time arrangements can be made for teachers to meet them in the evening. Other options are certainly available. Usually a bit of creative discussion between the school and the parents can overcome these problems. The point is to make every effort to provide time for meaningful interactions between parents and teachers.

Depending upon the issues and the teacher's professional judgment of the impact upon the child, the teacher must decide whether the child would benefit from being present during the conference. Generally speaking, it is recommended that since the child is the focus of the conference, he/she should be present to take full part and to benefit from the interaction. Furthermore, why make something, which has the child as its focus, such a mystery to the child?

Another element, at times the most difficult, is to keep an open mind about what the parents are communicating and avoid becoming defensive.

Listening is the teacher's best tool. By encouraging the parents to convey their concerns and hearing all the explicit and implicit messages, the teacher can be in the best position to respond in a facilitative manner. Listen to the words, the way they are presented, and the accompanying mannerisms to be certain to hear not only the words, but the intended message. The words themselves convey only a small amount of the message.

If at any time you are uncertain as to the message the parent is conveying, ask for clarification as soon possible. Confusion can compound itself very quickly and lead to misunderstandings, misjudgments, and ill-designed solutions.

Avoid overwhelming the parent with the presence of nonessential school personnel. Too many people can provoke defensiveness, if not fear, in the parent. It is important to remember that the conference may be a very stressful experience for the parent. In some cases, it may, however, be necessary to have witnesses or someone with special knowledge or skills present. If so, avoid overwhelming the parent verbally or nonverbally. If the parent appears exceptionally uneasy, it may be necessary to make some adjustment or ask the parent what seems to be troublesome.

Educational jargon can be confusing and insulting to parents. Avoid terms such as "criterion-referenced testing," "personality characteristics," and "least restrictive environment." Refer to specific concerns and use terms that are clear to parents to prevent misunderstandings. The parent-teacher conference should be a collaborative event; when parents do not understand the terms, it becomes one-sided (33).

Remain poised. Show parents respect and concern — respect
for them as persons and concern for them as patrons of the school — maintaining a professional demeanor at all times.

Be sure that the environment for the conference is conducive to open communication. Avoid physical barriers such as desks or counters between teacher and parent. Choose a comfortable place in the classroom or school building where interruptions are unlikely.

When concluding the conference, part on a positive note. Whenever possible, save at least one positive comment about the student, the school, and/or the parent for the end. If necessary, arrange for followup conferences or referral procedures before the parent leaves, and be certain to carry out any promised followup.

**When to Have Conferences**

Ideally, all parent-teacher conferences would concern positive events. Realistically, however, many conferences are called because something is going awry. Teachers should by all means follow through on these problem areas. It is a good idea, however, for teachers to surprise themselves and perhaps the student and the parent by having more conferences for positive rather than negative events. Such conferences can offset the negative ones and can thus be a relief from the stressful nature of the latter. They can also help develop a mindset with parents and students that someone cares when things are going well.

Figure 1, the Effective Conferencing Scale, is offered to help teachers become aware of their approach to parent conferences. Simply place a checkmark in the appropriate column after each item. Teachers who check “Always” on all 10 items are probably having success in their interactions with parents. Consistency is a critical factor. Those who check “Sometimes” or “Never” on some items may have a clue to problems that occur during parent conferences. After their next parent-conference they may want to refer to the scale and rate themselves again.

The scale items summarize some of the common elements of parent-teacher conferences whether parent- or teacher-initiated. Individual teachers can think of other elements.

The following pages discuss those elements unique to teacher-initiated conferences. They are in addition to the common elements just discussed.

**Teacher-Initiated Conferences**

When the teacher calls the conference, the burden of responsibility for its structure resides with the teacher. In these parent contacts openness and straightforwardness are essential, but in a facilitative manner.
### Effective Conferencing Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Always (2)</th>
<th>Sometimes (1)</th>
<th>Never (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Prepare for conference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Give parent(s) some idea in advance of topic to be discussed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Allow enough time for conference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Avoid becoming defensive when parents question judgment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Maintain an open mind to parent ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Listen to all parent is saying (verbal and nonverbal) before responding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Avoid overwhelming parent(s) with presence of other school personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Avoid overwhelming parent(s) with irrelevant material or use of jargon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Avoid physical barriers such as desk, uncomfortable chairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Follow up on commitments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Teacher:** Mr. Hope, you need to see me as soon as possible to discuss John’s poor study habits.

What is wrong with this statement? First of all, the use of the word “you” implies that the parent has the problem and places the burden on him. Second, the urgency suggested in the statement can arouse undue anxiety. Third, the negative thrust (the use of the word “poor”) suggests little hope for improvement and can easily be interpreted as an insult to the parent — after all, John is his own flesh and blood.

**Teacher:** Mr. Hope, the reason I have called is to discuss with you how we might work together to improve John’s study habits.

Notice in this case that the teacher suggests a collaborative effort with the parent, at the same time pointing out the source of the difficulty. In addition, the teacher implies through the statement that there is hope — the difficulty can be overcome.

If the initial contact is verbal, attempt to resolve the concern during the session if possible. If the nature of the concern requires the parent to have some lead time before discussion, then arrange
for a conference. In any case, avoid the surprise attack. It may arouse anxiety and anger.

Prepare for the conference in advance. Do not allow a situation like the following to happen:

**Teacher:** Oh, hello Ms. . . . What was it we were to talk about?

Plan for the meeting by listing the specific points to be made and the questions to be raised. Take the time to plan ahead and much of the needless follow-up time will be reduced. In fact, as part of the advance planning it is helpful to prepare a written progress report to share with the parent that includes:

1. A survey of student progress
2. Areas of concern
3. Areas of strength
4. A proposed plan of action, where appropriate.

When the parent arrives, structure the session for the parent. That is, explain the why, what, how, and when. It is helpful to both teacher and parent to have an agenda clearly outlining the purpose and procedure of the conference. Include time at the beginning for the parent to review and discuss the written progress report.

Although most teachers have regularly scheduled conferences with parents, especially in the early grades, it is important to deal with concerns as they arise. By waiting for the scheduled conference day, when time may be limited, the problem may compound itself. Immediacy without panic is the name of the game.

Finally, by all means avoid embarrassment by matching child with parent. If there are three Jacks in a class, be sure to talk about the right Jack.

These pointers, together with the common elements discussed earlier, will not guarantee a smooth conference but they should prevent many of the potential rough edges.

**Parent-Initiated Conferences**

Many times, more likely in the elementary grades, parents will request a conference.

**Parent:** I'd like to stop by to talk to you about Rhonda's work in social studies. She doesn't seem to understand the material.

or

Jay complains of stomach aches in the morning before school, especially on days when he's going to have a test. Can you tell me what to do?
Again, these are two examples from countless possibilities. It is not the intent of this section to discuss the cause-effect relationship of these incidents, but they are school-related concerns to the parents and therefore should be addressed. The question here is how to address them.

First of all, keep in mind the common elements of parent-teacher conferences discussed earlier. In addition, the following five elements will contribute to a smooth and successful conference.

As with teacher-initiated conferences, make certain to positively identify the parent requesting the meeting. Little can be more embarrassing to the teacher and disturbing to the parent than to match the wrong parent and child.

Second, if the parent shares the topic of concern in advance, collect the necessary background information to expedite a fruitful encounter. In the case of the parent who is concerned about her daughter's progress in social studies, be prepared to share with her the records of the student's classroom performance and any observations you have made that may help the parent, and perhaps yourself, better understand the situation. In the case of the student who complains of stomach aches, in addition to academic data, it may be advisable to consult the school counselor or nurse. Regardless of the concern, have the pertinent student records accessible for the conference.

As has been emphasized all along, during the conference invite the parents to fully express their concerns. Do not make assumptions before obtaining all the facts and impressions from the parents, and others when necessary. And, in keeping with this last element of parent-initiated conferences, be persistent in getting the complete story before suggesting any action or solution. Nothing can be more harmful than prescribing the wrong action — just as prescribing Maalox for test anxiety does not solve the real problem.

To summarize, then, whether initiated by parent or teacher, all conferences contain some common elements which enhance the potential for success. They also contain some elements that are unique to each type. Figure 2 summarizes these elements.

**LEGAL AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The interest of parents in the education of their children is not new. Parents have long desired that their children receive the best possible education; likewise teachers have been concerned to provide the best possible learning environment. Unfortunately, however, many judgments, although made in the best of interest of the child, have
Figure 2
Elements of Effective Parent-Teacher Conferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher-Initiated</th>
<th>Common Elements</th>
<th>Parent-Initiated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>— Prepare for conference in advance.</td>
<td>— Allow enough time.</td>
<td>— Positively identify parent requesting meeting:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Give parents some idea of topic.</td>
<td>— Determine whether student should be present.</td>
<td>— If parent shares topic, collect necessary background information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Specify points to be made.</td>
<td>— Do not become defensive; maintain open mind.</td>
<td>— Have pertinent student records accessible for conference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Prepare written progress report to include:</td>
<td>— Listen to all parent is saying, specifically and implied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Survey of student progress</td>
<td>— Seek clarification when necessary.</td>
<td>— Do not make assumptions; invite parents to express concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Areas of concern</td>
<td>— Avoid overwhelming parent with presence of nonessential school personnel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Areas of strength</td>
<td>— Avoid overwhelming parent with irrelevant material or use of jargon; be thorough.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Don't wait for regularly scheduled conference if a matter arises; deal with it.</td>
<td>— Meet parent(s) at building entry point if possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Structure conference for parent(s): why, what, when; explain purpose.</td>
<td>— Show parent concern and respect — respect as person, concern as patron of school; maintain positive professional demeanor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Allow parents time to read and/or discuss written summary.</td>
<td>— Make environment for conference conducive to open communication; avoid physical barriers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Attempt to part on a positive note; set up future conference or referral procedures before parent leaves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Be sure to carry out any promised followup.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not necessarily been made with the input of all parties — teachers, parents, and, least of all, students.

In 1974 Congress passed the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, better known as the Buckley Amendment. In essence this law and its accompanying guidelines state that parents of minor students have the right to inspect and review any and all official records, files and data directly related to their children, including all material that is incorporated into each student’s cumulative record folder and intended for school use or to be available to parties outside the school or school system, and specifically including but not necessarily limited to identifying data, academic work completed, level of achievement (grades, standardized achievement scores), attendance data, scores of standardized intelligence, aptitude and psychological tests, interest inventory results, health data, family background information, teacher or counselor ratings and observations, and verified reports of serious recurrent behavior patterns. (26a)

In addition, Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, passed in 1975, guarantees the right of all children, regardless of the extent of their handicap, to a free, appropriate education. This act calls for specific policies and procedures to be adopted by school districts to assure its implementation. Parents and teachers are key parts of the process.

Within the past decade, these two laws have perhaps had the greatest impact on the importance of frequent and effective parent-teacher conferences.

CONCLUSION

Many teachers would say that the one thing their training least prepares them to do is to conduct parent conferences (8). Effective parent-teacher conferences, however, have the potential to be the “single most educationally valuable event” for the student during the school year (44).

With increased parental involvement in the day-to-day operation of the schools and greater parental awareness of the educational process, it becomes apparent that educators need to be prepared to respond to the renewed parental interest in the education of their children. From both an ethical and a legal perspective, communication between parents and teachers is imperative.

Teachers can acquire communication skills for effective parent-teacher interactions and apply them in both formal and informal
contacts. Listening, perceiving, attending, responding, and initiating skills can help reduce the roadblocks and anxieties apparent in many parent-teacher interactions. The core elements of effective conferencing identified in this publication, when applied with these basic communication skills in mind, can turn a potentially devastating experience into one that is rewarding for all concerned.

As educators are being asked to perform more and more tasks within the school setting, the parent-teacher conference is becoming a critical function of teacher effectiveness in many areas of their responsibility. As a result of the conference, parents can become an invaluable ally of teachers in their efforts to provide the best possible education for children by helping them focus on what is most important — the education and well-being of students.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES